
 
 
Friday, 4

th
 November 2016 

 
Dear Parent/Carer  
 
PARENT GOVERNOR ELECTION 
 
I wrote to you on 20

th
 September 2016 to invite nominations for the vacancy for a 

parent governor. 
  
I am delighted to say that there has been a good response and there are three 
candidates for the one vacancy. This means we must now hold a ballot.  
Please find on the reverse a ballot paper. You can vote for one of the candidates. As 
indicated on the ballot paper you should vote by marking an X alongside the name of 
the parent you support.  
 
Also enclosed are two envelopes. This is intended to ensure that how you vote remains 
confidential. Once you have marked the ballot paper you should seal it in the unmarked 
envelope. Then put this unmarked envelope containing the ballot paper into the second 
envelope. You should then fill in the details as required on the outside of the second 
envelope and add your signature. The closing date for the return of ballot papers is 21

st
 

November 2016 
  
When the envelopes are received we check the outer envelopes to make sure that they 
are from parents who are entitled to vote. They are then opened and the inner 
envelopes are placed unopened in the ballot box. This ensures that when we later 
open the inner envelopes to count the votes there is no way of telling who voted for 
whom.  
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
Mrs N Morgan Soane 
Headteacher 
 
 
  



 
Election of Parent Governor 

 
BALLOT PAPER 

 
This voting paper lists all the candidates nominated for the vacant parent vacancies on 

the school’s governing body. 
 

YOU MAY VOTE FOR NOT MORE THAN ONE CANDIDATE. 
 

Name of Candidate  Insert X against 
the candidate you 
support  

 

Mark Atuheire 
I would like to be considered for the role of Parent Governor.  I 
am a qualified secondary school teacher with a range of teaching 
and leadership experience. 
I believe that my experiences liaising with primary schools whilst 
working in a secondary school gives me a breadth of knowledge 
that will be useful for this role. 

 

Katie Rees 
I have years of experience as a Project Manager, which means 
that I am able to question where appropriate and make sure each 
solution will be best for the school and children.  My job involves 
aspects of finance, HR and many other arears that will be 
beneficial.  My son has just joined and I am passionate in helping 
shape the best school. 

 

Sophie Stewart 
A parent of year 2 pupil.  I have a keen interest in my child’s 
education and would like to play a more active role in it.  I would 
like to help ensure that he and the other children get the best 
possible education and to support the school.  I have office and 
presentation skills and enjoy developing ideas and seeing them 
evolve. 

 

 
Please ensure that this is returned by 21st November 2016 in the envelope 

provided. 


